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INTRODUCTION TO GYM-PLAN – A BUSINESS PLAN FOR A CLIMBING GYM
Every great business starts with a great idea, and at some point that idea develops into a plan and later into action. The
business plan is the written document that contains the business concept, ideas, strategies, methods and ultimately the
reason why “this will work”.
While having a great business plan doesn’t ensure your success, it sure helps stack the odds in your favor. Working your
way through the questions of why, how, and what you will to do long before you have to make those critical decisions
prepare you success.
If you’re seeking funding from banks or other third party sources you’ll need a business plan to demonstrate that your
plans are sound and that the loan or investment is secure. Gym-Plan is a template for a climbing gym business plan. It’s
pretty comprehensive and goes well beyond what most bankers or investors typically see from new small businesses.
This is very important, since the people with money are generally not the kind of people that have much understanding
of what a climbing gym is. Often it will be perceived as somewhat of a risky proposition. Using Gym-Plan, you can show
that you have done a thorough job in planning your business and demonstrate why a climbing gym makes sense for your
market.

GYM-PLAN
Gym-Plan has 3 kinds of information:
1. Comments, background information and guidelines on a particular section or topic.
2. Actual text you can use with little or no modification embedded in Gym-Plan. Occasionally there is sample text
provided in Gym-Plan Manual to give you additional wording/ ideas to use. This is highlighted and looks like this:
SAMPLE TEXT: XXXXXX
3. Methodologies that will support the collection of data, information, and statistics and analyses that you’ll be doing.
It’s important to understand what the business plan is and what it isn’t. The business plan should always be considered
to be a work-in-progress and should never be thought of as a finished report. This is not like a term paper that you did
for a class and handed in. The business plan is a compilation of your latest work and your most recent findings. It is very
common for a business plan to contain estimates, projections and somewhat incomplete information. Don’t get hung up
on these details. If you don’t have the answer to something, make a note of this in the plan and move on. Understand that
the nature of this process is that it starts as a very blurry picture that becomes clearer bit-by-bit.
For example: You will likely want to start circulating your business plan to investors before you have a building under lease
contract. You will want to talk about the type of building that you are looking for and should go into detail about the part
of town that is most desirable and market lease rates that should be expected, but you may not have photos and blue
prints of an actual building to include. When you find that suitable building and have more information specific to this
building, you can change this section of the business plan and update it with the latest information.
You want to be mindful of who your audience is for this document. You need to be thorough but concise. If you get into
too much detail, you will often lose people in the details. Most people don’t need all of the details but you need to be
prepared to provide them if required. It’s a good idea to organize the plan with additional attachments or appendixes that
contain the complex details that most people just won’t want to see.
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CLIMBING GYM BUSINESS MODELING SOFTWARE
Gym-Calc is the most comprehensive climbing Gym-Planning and start-up resource available anywhere. Gym-Calc
embodies the same kind of business analysis and planning techniques used by investment bankers and business
development executives at Fortune-500 companies. This kind of resource is rarely available to start-ups unless they
develop them on their own.
Gym-Calc was developed by a team of business professionals represented by climbing gym operators, climbing wall
builders, and financial and marketing executives with over 173 years of cumulative business experience.

Screen shot of the ‘Intro to Gym-Calc’ page

Gym-Calc is a climbing gym business modeling tool. It provides the tools for potential climbing gym owners to:
•
•
•
•

Size a climbing gym for a particular market region
Estimate start-up expenses
Build monthly operating revenue and expense models
Provide Return-On-Investment projections for potential investors
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Gym-Calc is the only tool of its’ kind and was written specifically for the climbing gym industry. It is available only from
Rockwerx as part of the Start-up Consulting Package.
The following are some actual screen shots from the Gym-Calc model
Page 1 - Demographic Study
Here you enter the basic demographic information of your market region from US Census data. Using National
participation data on Artificial Wall Climbing, we can project the number of potential customers in our market.
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Page 3 - Climbing Wall Size and Route Setting Table
This page shows you what size climbing wall is required to meet the demand of climbing for your area. It also shows you
the cost of route setting a wall this size.

Page 4 - Assumptions
This page is where you enter all of your basic costs and assumptions associated with the operations of the climbing gym.
This page is much larger than the screen- shot shown here.
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Page 5 - Start-up Costs
This page details all of your start-up costs and provides a Schedule of Spending so that you can manage your cash-flow
throughout the project. This page is also quite large.

Page 6 - Five Year Income & Expense
This page shows the monthly financial performance of the facility including all Income sources and a detailed accounting
of Expenses. Net Profit before tax considerations is shown on the bottom line.
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Page 8 - Climbing Gym Capital Requirements
This page shows where start-up money is needed and lets you structure the balance between debt and investor capital.

Page 10 – ROI: Return on Investment model
This page lets you model different types of equity structures and shows your investors what their potential return on this
investment may be.
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Page 11 - Bank Loan
This page lets you model different types of debt scenarios and shows your monthly cost associated with each.

Page 12 - Summary
This page lets you model different types of debt scenarios and shows your monthly cost associated with each.
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GYM-CALC

Summary of pages
14 pages total

A. Intro to Gym-Calc - Explanation of the theories used in writing the Gym-Calc software. It explains the layout and
formatting used throughout the program. It also provides some resources on using Excel - the
software used to write Gym-Calc.
B. Overview - A detailed narrative of the program and instructions for using the financial model.
Page 1 - Demographic Study - Analysis of local demographics, climbing statistics, and other relative factors.
Page 2 - Gym Capacity - Determines what size facility is required to meet the market demand.
Page 3 - Climbing Wall Size - detailed study of the actual climbing requirement. Including climbing walls, number of
routes, and route setting requirements.
Page 4 - Assumptions - Detailed tables defining all operating costs and the assumptions used in making these decisions.
Page 5 - Start-up Costs - Detailed accounting of all one-time start-up costs.
Page 6 - Five-Year Income & Cash - Monthly Summary of Revenues & Operating Expenses - Profit & Loss before tax
considerations.
Page 7 - Opening Balance Sheet - As required by any bank.
Page 8 - Climbing Gym Capital - Summary of capital requirements and funding sources
Page 9 - Investors - Capital sources and investor equity position by type.
Page 10 - ROI - Return on Investment summary by investor per year.
Page 11 - Bank Loan - Debt funding amortization schedule.
Page 12 - Summary - Five-Year summary of Revenues and Profits. Table & Graphs.
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